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ABSTRACT
Recent progress in superstring model building is reviewed with an
emphasis on the general features of the models obtained. The problems
associated with supersymmetry breaking and intermediate gauge
symmetry breaking (Mw < Mi < MQUT) are described. Finally, the
phenomenology of these models is summarized, with a discussion of the
role that new experimental results could play to help clearing up the
above difficulties.

1.

INTRODUCTION
Some progress has been made recently in the study of the effective particle
physics models obtained from superstring theories : computation of Yukawa couplings,
determination of the symmetries of the theory ... But this allows to specify the theory
only at the Planck scale : there is basically only one scale in superstring models ) which
is fixed to be of order Mpi because strings are interpreted as a theory of gravity. Even
when string models are formulated in more than 4 dimensions, the compactification
process that leads to 4-dimensionaI fields occurs at a scale Mcomp whichremainsclose to
Mp|. Indeed at this scale Mcomp all 4-dimensional gauge interactions have, as a rule, the
same coupling ), which likens superstring unification to a standard grand unification at a
scale MQUX » Mcooip. Hence
1
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string 'Mpi=M p=MGIJT

(1)
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where » means equality up to say 2 orders of magnitude.
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For many superstring models, it is now possible (notwithstanding the technical
difficulties) to determine the basic couplings between the massless zero modes of the
string (after compactification to four dimensions) at the common scale given by ( 1 ). As is
well-known, the difficulty at this stage arises from the large number of models that one
obtains. In Section 2, I will try to review where we stand and what are the general
features of such models.
There is of course a long way from the region described by (1) down to the
region below the TeV scale which can be tested experimentally. When bringing the
models down to these energies, two interesting phenomena can occur :
(i) some further breaking of the gauge symmetry by the Higgs mechanism,
(ii) if we started with a supersymmetric model, the breaking of supersymmetry.
There are several good reasons to start with a supersymmetric theory :
- at the string level, supersymmetric theories are almost singled out when one requires
the absence of tachyons and a zero cosmological constant ).
3

-

supersymmetry is the only known way to give a technical solution to the hierarchy
problem : why should the low energy effective theory be stable under radiative
corrections when very heavy fields (with mass of order Mcomp or Mpi) are present ?

-

it is much easier to obtain the right prediction for sin 9w in a supersymmetric grand

2

unified theory.
Because in phenomenology we are only interested in the massless modes of the string
(massive modes have masses of order My, or Mcomp). supersymmetry breaking is the
only way we have to generate a non-zero mass for these fields. Therefore, the determi
nation of a mechanism for supersymmetry breaking is a key issue for phenomenological
studies. An outstanding constraint on such a mechanism is that it should yield the typical
scale of SU(2) X U(l) breaking, in a theory where the only scale available is given by
(I). This is where most candidates for breaking supersymmetry fail.
Indeed, the fact that only supersymmetry breaking can generate non-zero masses
for the fields of the effective theory, connects it closely with gauge symmetry breaking:
once non-zero squared masses have been generated for Higgs fields at the supersymmetry
breaking scale, radiative corrections turn them into scale-dependent-running-masses
(their evolution is summarized in thercnomializationgroup equations). For some of the
fields, they become negative at a smaller scale, which induces a non-zero vacuum expec
tation value (vev) for the corresponding field and a breaking of the gauge symmetry if it is
a gauge nonsinglet. Hence points (i) and (ii) above are strongly connected.

These two complementary aspects of superstring models in the range M\v < (i <
Mpt will be reviewed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4,1 will describe the phenomeno
logy of these models at existing and future accelerators by putting the emphasis on how
new experimental results could give precious indications on the issues discussed in
Sections 2 and 3.
2.

SUPERSTRING MODELS AT SCALES OF ORDER M
All the realistic models which have been proposed are within the framework of
the heterotic string theory )"). I will therefore start with a brief and oversimplified
account of the basic concepts of this theory.
It is well-known that the generic bosonic closed string is consistent only in 26
dimensions whereas the addition of fermionic degrees of freedom brings the number of
critical dimensions down to 10. On the other hand, for a closed string, left moving and
right moving oscillations are completely independent (at least in some gauges). The idea
of the heterotic string is to describe left movers with 26 bosonic coordinates and right
movers with 10 bosonic and. fermionic coordinates. Of course, a subset of each of these
two sets corresponds to the D dimensions of space-time in which the string propagates.
The rest, that is 26-D and 10-D, corresponds to internal degrees of freedom. To see
how this works, take for example one of the 26-D coordinates X and assume periodic
boundary conditions : X = X + L. As usual, the corresponding momentum is quantized:
P = 2itk/L and one generates mis way a quantum number k, which for some values of
L, can be interpreted as a gauge quantum number. With the 26-D such coordinates, one
can therefore generate at most 26-D gauge quantum numbers that is a gauge group of
rank") 26-D. The heterotic string theory was originaUy proposed with D=10 and we
will first review this special case, where most of the important concepts can be discussed.
H

4

2.1.

Compacrificanon of the 10-Dimensional Heterotic String
Taking D=10, we expect a gauge group of rank 16. The lattice described by the
16 coordinates obeying periodic boundary conditions must have some special properties
(connected with modular invariance) to yield a self-consistent string theory. This,
together with die requirement of supersymmetry, singles out the gauge groups SO(32) or
) No model based on type n superstrings has been found which accomodates the particle
spectrum of the standard model$>.
) The rank of a group is, loosely speaking, the maximum number of quantum numbers
that one can define.

3

Es x Eg. The former is not phenomenologically interesting because it does not yield
chiral fermions. Hence, our starting point is a 10-dimensio:ial theory with :
- N=l supersymmetry,
- a gauge symmetry Es X Es;
- the field content is very simple : the graviton and its companion fields necessary for
supersymmetry (gravity supermultiplet) ; the gaugefieldsin the adjoint representation
of E8 x Es, (248. i ) + (i, 248), and their supersymmetric partners, the gauginos
(gauge supermultiplet).
M

The next step is compactification : we interpret the 10 space-time dimensions X ,
M=L..10 as four dimensions describing our ordinary space-time (XI , (1=1—4) and 6
dimensions living on a compact manifold K (x , k=5...10). The point is to determine
the manifolds K which yield N=l supersymmetry in four dimensions and a realistic
four-dimensional particle spectrum (in particular non-singlet scalar fields which can play
the role of Higgs fields).
1

k

Calahi-Vau Models?)
These were the first models to be proposed that satisfy the above constraints.
For this reason, their phenomenological aspects have been more extensively studied than
other candidates introduced later. Their key property is that the gauge symmetry is Eg x
Eg' or some of its subgroups ("Eg-based models"). It is important to have an idea how
this Es gauge symmetry which plays an important role in superstring-inspired phenome
nology, arises.
a

To get a hint, let us consider a gauge field of Es in 10 dimensions : A M where
a is a gauge index (a=1...10)*>. Accordingly, we can decompose it into A , p.=1...4,
and A k=5...10. Because of its U. index, A n is a 4-dimensional vector field (under
Lorentz transformations) whereas A\ is a 4-dimensional scalar. Conversely, A\ is a
vector on K whereas A ^ is a scalar on K. Now take a closed curve in K and parallel
transport a vector (such as A *) around this loop. If K is curved, the vector will have
undergone a rotation when we return to the starting point. A classical example is the case
of the sphere which is described in Fig. 1. In this example, one can generate all the
rotations in the tangent plane. Hence the group of such transformations, called the holonomy group H, is precisely SO(2). For a 6-dimensional space such as K, H is gene
rally SO(6) - SU(4).
a

u

a

a

K

3

*) We have singled out here one of the two Eg. From now on, the other one will be
referred to as Eg' and will occasionally be dropped.
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a)

b)

Fig. 1 : Parallel transport on the sphere S2 along a closed curve
a) a triangle made of 3 great circles b) a small circle.

Let us now try to devise some simple compacdficadon prescriptions:
i) one could try to require invariances under rotations in H (the physics in the effective
4- dimensional theory should not depend on whether we parallel transport the fields in the
compact manifold). Then A*u is present in die effective theory but not A ^ and we do
not find any gauge non-singlet scalars in the effective theory.
Alio, we started with N=l supersymmetry in 10 dimensions, that is one supersymmetry charge QA, A=1...8 (QA, a 10-dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinor, has 8
degrees of freedom), which satisfies the usual supersymmetry algebra :
( Q A . Q B ) =2(rM)ABPM

(2)
M

where PM is the 10-dimensional momentum and I" the 10-dimensional gammamatrices. In 4 dimensions, the supersymmetry charge Qa is a Majorana (i.e. real)
spinor and has two degrees of freedom. Hence one supersymmetry in 10 dimensions
yields in general through compactification N = 8/2 = 4 supersymmetries in 4 dimensions.
This is not tolerable because it is not possible to implement chiral fermions in
N>1 supersymmetric theories. However, under the SO(6)»SU(4) group that we just
discussed, QA transforms as a 4. In the special case where H - SU(3), then QA = 1
+ 1 and our prescription selects N=l supersymmetry in 4 dimensions (the part of QA
singlet under SU(3)). Therefore requiring N»l supersymmetry in 4 dimensions singles
out (Kôhler) manifolds with H = SU(3) hoionomy. the Calahi-Yau manifolds.

5

ii) one of the problems of the prescription i) is that it ignores the gauge degrees of
freedom (a=1...248). To remedy this, take H = SU(3) and identify H with part of the
gauge symmetry. Indeed pick up EÔ x SU(3)YM C E% ; under this group

248 = (2fi.D + (22,2) + (22,I) + (L8)

(3)

First consider the gauge fields A^ ; they are invariant under H, hence under
SU(3)YM and therefore in the (28, D piece : we find gauge fields in the adjoint repre
sentation of Eg.
Similarly the Ak, k=5...10, being in representations 3_+ 3 of H = SU(3)
(Ai = A5 + iA6, AT = A5 - iAg, A2 = A7 + iAs ...), we find them, through the identi
fication H a SU(3)YM. in 22 and 22 of E6 : this prescription yields gauge nonsinglet scalar fields.
A parallel analysis can be performed on the 10 dimensional gauginos, giving the
supersymmetric partners of these fields. We thusfind:
- a gauge symmetry EG X ES' : the gauge fields and gauginos in 28 of Eg form a 4dimensional gauge supermultiplet (we have not touched Es' and the corresponding
gauge supermultiplet).
-

non gauge neutral scalar fields in 27 and 22 of Eg and their supersymmetric
partners, which form matter supermultiplets (and will hopefully describe quarks,
leptons, Higgs...).
Finally if there is a hole in the compact manifold K, there is the possibility to
have non contractible loops y around the hole along which the circulation cf Ak is non
zero in the vacuum :
k

<^ Afcdx >*0

(4)

T

From our interpretation of Ak as a Higgs field, it is clear that (4) will induce some
breaking of the Es symmetry into a subgroup G of Eg (breaking by Wilson
toopsfi&M. Matter supermultiplets will fall into representations of G ( c 22, 22 of E6).
Among the models that incorporate SU(3) X SU(2) x U(l) c G, one finds two
minimal models :

6

Model A : minimum number of generations : n = 3.
The corresponding manifold was built by Yau '. So far, this is the only Calabi-Yau
model with 3 generations (at least as far as the panicle content is concerned). The gauge
symmetry is of rank 6. Greene et al. ' have studied the case where G = SU(3)c ®
g

10

11

SU(3) ® SU(3)R for which the particle content is : 7(2,2,1) + M 2, 2, 1) ; 7 ( 2 , 1 , I )
L

+ 4(2, i , 2) ; 9(L 2, 2) + 6(1, 2, 2). In each case, one has 3 chiral fields (n = 3) +
n=4 or 6 mirror fermions. This gives a net number of 9 quarks, antiquaries and 27
Ieptons respectively.
g

Model B : minimal gauge symmetry SU(3)c X SU(2)L X U(1)Y X U(l) .
The corresponding manifold was built by Strominger and Witten '. The rank is S and
therefore there is, in the approach that we have described, at least one extra gauge
quantum number '. In this minimal model, it is the charge Y^ associated with U(l)n,
called the "extra U(l)". As we will see, this "extra U(l)" is not a characteristic of superstring models and we have no guarantee that it will survive down to low energies (see
Section 3.1). The number of generations is n = 4 for this model.
Hi) it is possible in some cases ) to identify a SU(4)YM subgroup picked up in Eg
(Eg a SO<10) x SU(4)YM) with a SU(4) group which contains H = SU(3). In this
case, the gauge symmetry is SO(10) x Eg'. This gauge symmetry can be further broken
by Wilson loop breaking and in principle a model with the minimal gauge symmetry
H = SU(3)c ® SU(2)L ® U(1)Y could be constructed.
n

12

2

g
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Such models are often referred to as (0,2) models*'. Their phenomenology has
not been studied in much detail yet because of a somewhat troubled history : soon after
they were proposed '), they were shown to be unstable under non-perturbative effects on
the world-sheet ' ; but a class of them does not suffer from this unstability '.
1

14

15

Before leaving Calabi-Yau models, let us stress that the complexity of CalabiYau manifolds prevents from computing explicitly all the couplings, although many
Yukawa couplings can be obtained by algebraic geometry arguments. Recently however,
Gepner has constructed explicit string solutions which seem to describe compactification

' (0,2) refers to the supersymmetry charges at the 2-dimensional level (i.e. on the
world-sheet). We saw earlier that left andrightmovers are completely independent in a
closed string. Correspondingly, one can define a (p,q) supersymmetry with p leftmoving and q right-moving supersymmetry charges in 2 dimensions. It turns out that
the Calabi-Yau models described in ii) correspond to a (2,2) supersymmetry and, using
the same terminology, are also called (2,2) models.

7

1

on some Calabi-Yau manifolds *'. This would allow in principle an exhaustive
computation of all physical quantities.
Orhifnlds'7)
They represent the second large class of spaces which can be chosen to compactify a 10-dimensional string. Some of the corresponding models are simple enough to
allow detailed computations of the couplings between the different fields.
To have a feeling of how orbifolds work, let us take the simplest example.
Consider a torus which we represent by a square A1A2A3A4 whose we identify the
opposite sides (Fig. 2). One constructs an orbifold & by further identifying two points
which are symmetric with respect to the center O of the square. We are left with the
lower triangle A1 A3 A4 (the upper triangle is redundant) for which we should identify
some of the boundaries : by symmetry with respect to O, AjB - A3B' and because we
are on a torus A3B' =• A4B ; hence A]B - A4B ; similarly AiO « A3O and A4C =
A3C. Indeed, if we fold along the dotted lines to realize these identifications, we end up
with a mere tetrahedron, which is therefore the simplest example of orbifold.

c
(a)

(b)
Fig. 2 : Zî-orbifold (b) obtained from a torus (a).

It is straightforward to compute the holonomy grou|-. First consider the loop yo
in Fig. 2-b ; because the region enclosed is flat, a vector parallel-transported along 70 is
not rotated. On die other hand, along the curve 71 which is closed in G> (but not in the
original torus Fig. 2-a), a vector undergoes a sign flip, due to the identifications : BAi =
B'A3 = BA4. [Note that in the tetrahedron formulation, yi a curve around the apex
B where there is a singularity of curvature]. We conclude that the holonomy group is :
H = (-1, 1) = Z2, a discrete group.
i s

We could try to identify H with part of the gauge symmetry as in the CalabiYau case. To do so, one needs to isolate a discrete subgroup inside a gauge group.
Consider for example SU(2) : the two matrices I2 and -I2 ( l being the ndimensional identity matrix) are elements of SU(2) which commute with all the others ;
they form the center of SU(2) C^= U2.-I2) - Z 2 . We therefore pick up a SU(2)
subgroup inside Eg (Es 3 E7 X SU(2)) and identify H with C2. The gauge symmetry
is broken to E7 X SU(2)*> but we have N=2 supersymmetry : the four supersymmetry
charges that QArepresents(see above) transform as 2 + 1 + 1 under H and therefore
two 4-dimensional charges are invariant.
n

If we want N=l supersymmetry in 4 dimensions, we must construct orbifolds
with H « Z 3, the cubic roots of unity. One then picks up a SU(3) subgroup of Eg and
identify H with its center C-$ = {I3, e ' ^ I3, e ' ^ I3). The gauge symmetry is then
Es x SU(3). This example is instructive for two reasons :
2

4

- it shows that the gauge symmetry can be larger than Eg,
- but for a large class of models (often called with "standard embedding"), Eg plays an
important role in connection with N=l supersymmetry ; we saw in the Calabi-Yau case
the importance of SU(3) holonomy and how it selects Eg gauge symmetry by iden
tification but our orbifold example shows that this class is larger than Calabi-Yau
manifolds"). Indeed all phenomenologically viable models which have been presented
so far incorporate E6 gauge symmetry in one way or another"*).
"> Note here the difference with the Calabi-Yau case : because only the center of SU(2)
has been identified with H, the SU(2) gauge fields still participate in the local gauge
symmetry.
") One can show however that there are no orbifolds with standard embedding leading to
3 generations ).
"*> So far we have disregarded the "other" Eg group. Because H is discrete, it is pos
sible to have an identification partly in Eg, partly in Eg'. One obtains models such as
[E7 X U(l)] X [SO(14) x U(l)]' which are truly non-E -based>8).
17

6

9

Of course, the Eg gauge symmetry can be broken by Wilson loops. One obtains
this way models ) with n = 3 and gauge symmetry SU(3) X SU(2) x U(l)" (n large).
An interesting feature of orbifolds is the presence of twisted sectors i.e. massless
modes of strings that wind around die singularities of curvature (similar to Yi in Fig. 2-b).
The fields in these sectors do not have the 10-dimensional "Geld theory" interpretation that
could be given for untwisted sectors (say k \ in the Calabi-Yau case). But a mechanism
similar to Wilson loop breaking can be implemented in twisted sectors ) and has recently
been used to construct truly minimal models ' ), i.e. models with n = 3 and SU(3)c
XSU(2) XU(1) .
19

g
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2.2.

Four-Dimensional Strings )
An alternative way to compactification is to start directly to work in D=4 spacetime dimensions. This corresponds to the so-called 4-dimensional string theories which
have received much attention in recent times.
-

There are several possible constructions of these theories:
one is the method that we sketched in the intruduction to Section 2 : it involves a
(22,6) dimensional lattice (bosonic formulation).
the other one uses the well-known equivalence between one boson and two fermions
in 2 dimensions to replace the 22 + 6 = 28 bosonic internal degrees of freedom by
56 free fermion fields - to which one should add the 6 fermionic degrees of freedom
present in the right-moving sector (fermionic formulation).

-

it is also possible to combine these constructions widi the orbifold construction
presented in Section 2.1.
This leaves us with numerous possible models. The gauge group is a priori of
rank 26 - 4 = 22, for example SO(44) but it is possible to reduce the rank. However,
at least in the fermionic formulation, no model with gauge symmetry SU(3) ® SU(2) ®
U(l) , n=l,2, has been found.
n

Due to the huge number of possible models, not much attention has been paid to
the phenomenological aspects which could be specific to the 4-dimensionai string models.
In this respect an interesting and somewhat different approach has been adopted by
I. Antoniadis et al. ) which led them to revive the so-called flipped SU(5) X U(l)
model ).
24

25
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FlipuPd MUS) X VU) model
The idea is to try to obtain a SU(5) model similar to the familiar grand unified
theory. The immediate problem that one faces is that in grand unified SU(5), there are
Higgs fields in the adjoint representation 24, which is the representation of the gauge
fields. It turns out to be very difficult in string models to have a given representation
present simultaneously in the gauge field and scalar spectrum. It is easy to realize why in
the Calabi-Yau case (the discussion is similar for 4-dimensional strings). We saw that
both gauge fields and gauginos originate from the 1;. -dimensional gauge field A°M of
Es. Restrict a to the 24 indices a that correspond to the 24 of SU(5) c Eg. Depen
ding on the transformation properties of A M under the holonomy group H (through
the identification of H with part of the gauge symmetry), the effective 4-dimensional
fields will be either of the Aa^ type or of the ASjc type but not both.
a

24

To remedy this problem, Antoniadis et al. ) have lcoked for a generalisation of
SU(5) that involves only Higgs fields in representations 10, 10, 5 and 5 : this is the
flipped SU(5)'xU'l) model ). The matter field content is (the second entry is the
U(l)charge)
25

c

(Jfl, l) = (ui,v=,di,d=i)

(I,-3) = (u i,v,e-)

(1,5)

to be compared with the standard SU(5) assignment:
lQ=(d ,e<sui,u'i)
i

I = (d<=i,e-,v).

It is clear that the SU(5)' group does not
example, the electric charge is a combination
generator. One loses this way the property of
standard SU(5) model incorporated (indeed
The Higgs content is, as advertised above,

UQ. 1)

02,-D

(5,-2)

(1,2)

coincide with the standard SU(5). For
of SU(5)' generators and of the extra U(l)
quantization of the electric charge that the
X Qi * 0 for a given representation)*).

(n +l)x(1,0).
g

This model has been constructed by compactification of 10-dimensional strings ((1,2)
model) ) as well as from a 4-dimensional string mode! (fermionic formulation) ).
26

27

*) But this might not be a problem for superstring models since SU(5)' X U(l) is incor
porated in a "ghost" E^orEg, of which the electric charge is a generator.
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To conclude this section, one should stress that real progress has been made
recently in the detailed knowledge of specific models. Still a lot needs to be done
however to devise general criteria that would allow to discreminate between the numerous
different models. In the range of scales that we have discussed so far (of order MGUT to
Mpi ), one can single out the following remarks:
-

the only minimal candidates (n =3 and SU(3) X SU(2) X U(l) gauge symmetry)
which have been explicitly written are of the orbifold type.
as for a gauge symmetry larger than SU(3) X SU(2) X U(l), it is a generic property
of Calabi- Yau models (type (2,2)) and it is a property of all 4-dimensional models
which have been explicitly constructed so far (fermionic formulation). It remains to
be seen how this extra symmetry survives when we go down the energy scale.
g

3.

THE ROAD FROM MH TO M
We now wish to take the models that were described rather sketchily in the last
section down to the TeV scale where they can be tested experimentally.
As emphasized in the introduction, we need only consider massless string (and
compactification) zero modes. But to be able to discuss in the next section the phenome
nology associated with these fields, we must give them a iion-zero mass and thus break
supersymmetry.
W

3.1.

Sunersymmetry-Breaking
The standard way ' to break supersymmetry in any supergravity theory is by
giving large vevs to scalar fields in a hidden sector, i.e. a sector that interacts only gravitationally with observable matter (Ieptons, quarks...). The sign of supersymmetrybreaking in this sector is a non-zero mass for the gravitino : 1113/2 * 0. The information is
then sent to the observable sector through gravitational interactions : supersymmetry is
broken there at a scale m, which is a function of ni3/2, but it is only broken softly (no
quadratic divergences are generated) ". More explicidy, supersymmetry-breaking terms
which appeal in the Lagrangian describing the interactions of the observable sector are
scalar masses m , A-terms (terms in the scalar potential which are proportional to the
superpotential W) and gaugino masses m\:
28

2

s

£ =- jm

2
5

2

l<pl - A (W(<|>)+W*(<|>)) - J i m . XX.

12

(5)

Each of these supersymraetry-breaking parameters is of order rn = f(m3/2). Since this is
true in particular for the mass of the Higgs of SU(2) X U(l) which we know to be of
order Mw ('ip to some couplings), we obtain the following constraint:
m = f(m /2) = 0(Mw).

(6)

3

Several mechanisms have been proposed to break supersymmetry in superstring models
but none of them has succeeded so far in satisfying Eq.(ô). Indeed, more than a constraint, (6) represents the generation of a scale,M\v, which is some 16 orders of magnitude
below the common scale of the theory, £q.(l). Among the mechanisms that have been
proposed, one counts :
- condensation of the gauginos of Es' ).
By construction, the fields non-singlet under Eg' (i.e. gauge fields and gauginos)
form a hidden sector. When the Eg' interaction becomes strong, one can expect the
gauginos to form condensates ). This breaks supersymmetry but generates a large
cosmological constant. There exist however some companion mechanisms which
cancel the cosmological constant at the tree level ' ) and sometimes even at one
loop ). There is a hope that in this case a hierarchy is generated between 103/2 and
m ' ), but no proof that it is large enough to accomodate (6).
30

31

30

32

33

33

-

34

generation of supersymmetry-breaking terms by ccmpactification of the GreenSchwarz anomaly-cancelling terms ).
supersymmetry-breaking terms by a Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term (connected with the
presence of an anomalous U(l)) ).
35

-

36

-

37

an interesting proposal ) involves breaking supersymmetry at the string level using
an analogue of the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism in supergravity. In its existing
formulation however, this requires to write the string theory in an intermediate (D>4,
sayD=5) number of dimensions.

Without waiting for some progress in the theoretical understanding of these
different mechanisms, one can take a more pragmatic and phenomenologically-oriented
approach to discreminate between them. The idea is that usually only one type of supersymmetry breaking term is generated at first : the others are then induced by radiative
corrections. It is therefore possible to analyse them according to which type of term
appearsfirst:

13

-

A-terms as the dominant source of supersymmerry breaking usually lead to catas
trophic consequences ' : non-zero vevs are generated for colored scalars (squarks),
which breaks SU(3)c.
in the case of m , it is often difficult to reproduce SU(2) X U(l) breaking and to
break the extra gauge symmetry, if any, at large enough scales (see me constraints on
extra neutral gauge bosons in the next section) ).
33

-

s

38

-

hence the favourite source of supersymmetry breaking are gawgino masses. In fact, if
there are no large Yukawa couplings in the theory, this hypothesis can even be tested
experimentally because masses evolve according to their gauge interactions and
appear in fixed ratios. One obtains for the "minimal" Calabi-Yau model (Model
B) '):
3

n\j : trig : m» : r% : m« : m^ = 1.9 : 1 : 0.7 : 0.4: 0.28 : 0.14.
L

R

3.2.

Grand Desert Scenario vs. Intermediate Scale
We stressed earlier the connection between supersymmetry-breaking and gauge
symmetry breaking. This is indeed how we could derive the constraint (6) on the supersymmetry-breaking scale, by looking at the specific breaking of SU(2) X U(l). A similar
analysis can be performed for the extra gauge symmetries that are usually present in the
models discussed in Section 2. We can therefore try to answer the following question
particularly relevant for phenomenology : is the extra gauge symmetry broken, partly or
completely, at scales intermediate between 1 TeV and MGUT, or is it still present at low
energies (grand desert scenario)?
If we want to break extra gauge symmetiy at a scale Mi » 1 TeV, we must use
SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge singlet scalars to do it. It turns out tiW in E^-based
models, there are only two possible candidates (e 22 ; see Table 2 at the beginning of
Section 4) which we will call v and N, together with the fields with opposite quantum
c

number; v?, N (e 27).
Whjt could generate a large vev for these fields? For simplicity, we will restrict
our analysis to one N and one N, and determine the corresponding potential. Quite
generally in a supersymmetric model, the scalar potential is given by

i

din

z

a

'

3

where the T ^ are the gauge generators. The superpotential term does not yield any self2

coupling for N, N (see eq.(12) below), and the D term is proportional to (IN12-IN1 )
since N and N have opposite quantum numbers- Hence V(N = N) = 0 : the scalar
potential is flat in the direction N = N.
Flat directions of the potential are a characteristic of supersymmetric theories ;
indeed one can show that they are not lifted by radiative corrections (as they would in any
noii-supersymmetric theory) ). There is a plethora of them in superstring models (for
40

instance, one counts in Model A nine N, v and six N, vë !) and they often play an
important role : no-scale property ) of some models ); flat directions associated with the
limit Calabi-Yau manifold -» orbifoldW : the orbifold limit corresponds to a zero vev of
the corresponding scalar fields, called blowing-up modes ; other flat directions are
associated with gauge symmetry breaking by Wilson loops.
c

41
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What could lift the degeneracy in the direction N = N ? First, as in any effective
theory where heavy modes (mass scale giver, by (1)) have been integrated out, nonrenormalizable interactions should be present
W(N,N)-X;ijg&.

(S)

This is something that we are familiar with in weak interactions i.e. the Fermi coupling
with a constant GF of order 1/Mw .
Also, as for SU(2) X U(l) breaking, supersymmetry-breaking induces a
2

2

squared mass of order in for N and N (cf. eq.(5)). Radiative corrections rum them
into running masses mMn) but because renormalisation group equations are homo2

2

geneous, m^p.) remains of order râ . Below some scale Jin, m (u.) < 0 and the
potential acquires a non-trivial minimum. More explicitly, me potential reads in the direction N = N using (5) and (8)

2

V(N = N) = - m N

2
+

X

2

£ â

W

where we have neglected quantities of order one. The ground state is, using (6):
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<N> _ <N> f m Y^ "- _ f Mw Y ""
I ^ T M - [>.MpiJ
" [iMpJ

2

=

n 0 1

-

P1
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and some gauge symmetry is broken at )

Mi = g<N> = 0 [ M H f - ^ - l

]

(11)

10

11

where g is the corresponding gauge coupling. One obtains M] = 1 0 ' GeV for n=2
and M i s 10' ' GeV for n=3*>.
4

15

For example, in Model A, Greene et al. * *) have exhibited flat directions which
3

-.ilow a two step breaking that takes SU(3) down to SU(3)c X SU(2)L X U(l)y. As
24

for the flipped SU(5) X U( 1) model ), there is a uniqueflatdirection (IJfl> = l]2> * 0)
which breaks SU(5) x U(l) to SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) ; the 5 and I naturally
provide doublets through the missing partner mechanism, which ensures the final
breaking to SU(3)c ® U(l) . ..
There is a running debate on the question whether intermediate scale scenarios
are phenomenologically viable or not. Arguments for and against are summarized in
Table 1. The conclusion is that an intermediate scale can exist if it is larger than 1 0
GeV. If there is no intermediate scale, the gauge symmetry that was found in Section 2
remains untouched until one reaches the TeV region and should provide striking new
phenomenology in future accelerators.
c

e

L

Y

ra

16

"> There exist cases where no non-renormalizable terms are generated ir the flat direction
considered ). One can then set X to zero which sends Mi to infinity. This tells us that
in fact Mi = Mcomp. For these models, everything happens as if N (or V ) acquired a
non-zero vev through compactification. Since <N>itb breaks Eg to SO(10), one
obtains SO(I0)-based models at compactification. These are actually the (0,2) models
that we have discussed earlier.
13

e

16

For

Against

Allows to prevent baiyon-violaring inter
actions bv giving a mass of order Mi to
the fields responsible for it.

Proton stability => Mt > 10 GeV

This large number allows to push Mi to
larger values (by increasing n) '\

Loss of predictive power due to the large
number offlatdirections.

Allows to give masses of older M[ to
many fields (usually models have too
many color triplets to have asymptotic
freedom).

True but one needs to be careful with
what happens above A// '.

16

v

45

only light
contribute

Mi
fields

Mfi
oilfields
contribute

Mi>lO'tGeV.
Cosmological problem (late release of
entropy) *).

Model-dependent. Favourite supersymmetry breaking mechanism avoid
this problem*"*).

4

Difficult to prevent baiyon number
violating interactions (dimension 4
operators) to appear below Mi if there
is no extra gauge symmetry to prevent
ihem*8>.

Table 1 : Arguments for and against the intermediate scale scenario.
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4.

LOW-ENERGY PHENOMENOLOGY
In the absence of a breakthrough in the theoretical understanding of string theory
which would ei'her invalidate the theory or single out a unique model, new experimental
results .vill be needed to further constrain the models and give better indications on how
to solve the problems described in the previous sections. Let us now review what this
new physics could be, and what information it could give.

Ntw Gauge Bosons
We saw earlier that gauge symmetry is broken either at an intermediate scale
Ml > 1 0 GeV or at the TeV scale. If some extra gauge symmetry survives below 1 0
GeV, there is a good hope to find new gauge bosons in the range of energy which will be
explored by future accelerators. In the case of Eg-based models, there are at most 2 extra
neutral gauge bosons (the rank is 6, that is 2 units more than the rank of the standard
model). In terms of the SU(3)c ® SU(2) ® U ( 1 ) Y ® U ( 1 ) Y ® U ( D T decompo
sition of Eg indicated in Table 2, the corresponding charges are linear combinations of
YL, YR, T3R and T31, (Table 2 gives the value of these charges for all the members of a
27-plet ; Y = Y + YR).
The existing limits on the masses of these new gauge bosons X are discussed in
P. Langacker's talk ). Let me summarize the situation - ) by saying that they range
from 130 GeV (Model B) to a few hundred GeV : neutral current data usually give
better limits than direct searches at SppS (except for Model B). Let us note that these
limits are substantially higher ) (in the 200 GeV region) if one makes some reasonable
assumption on the way gauge symmetry and/or supersymmetry is broken. On the other
hand, if one allows for some rescaling of the couplings at the compactification scale
(relaxing therefore grand unification stricto sensu ), one generates a much larger class of
models and the limit goes down : for example, since 2 Y L - Y R is zero for the leptons (see
Table 2), the corresponding neutral gauge boson couples to leptons only through its
mixing with ZP and the limit on its mass is practically inexistant ).
16
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50

51

51

52

Going to Z' searches at future hadron colliders and restricting ourselves to
signatures with known particles, the two most interesting decay channels are:
a) Z -» 1*153

As in the energy range covered by SppS, this channel has no serious background ).
The width of the T is generally small ) (for example r z ' / M z ' » 7 X I O - and B(e e~)
= 4% for Model B) and distinguishing among the models might require good
54
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+

SL-(3) .eSU(3) eSU(3)
(

(3,

3, I)

L

SU(3)„8SU(Z)
C
L
T

R

(3.2)

(I,

1.3)

3". 3)

l

Y

T

K

3R

1/3

0

0

-2/3

0

0

«-(d)
C3,n

(3,

T

(3.1)

0

-4/3

-1/2

d

c

CÏ.I)

0

2/3

1/2

D

C

(1.1)

0

2/3

0

(1.2)

-1/3

4/3

1/2

• 2)

-1/3

-2/3

-1/2

(1,2)

-1/3

-2/3

0

(1.1)

2/3

4/3

1/2

(1,1)

2/3

-2/3

-1/2

(1.1)

2/3

-2/3

0

u

H -

or E

c

0•w

Table 2 : Value of the charges under the SUu)c ® SU(3)L ® SU(3)R and
SU(3)c ® SU(2H. ® 0 ( 1 ) Y ® U ( 1 ) Y ® UCDTHJ subgroups
L

K

of E6 for the components of the 22 of Es ( Y - Y L + YR)
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resolution detectors. In this respect, die forward-backward asymmetry of leptons pairs
could make the difference between the different models - ) as well as with some
composite models ). This would however need good lepton charge identification and is,
in any case, less efficient to find a new Z than the direct production of lepton pairs.
55

54

56

+

b) Z' -> W W1

This channel is open if the Z' is heavy enough (Mz > 2Mw) and if there is a non-zero
Z-Z' mixing (the branching ratio is significant even for small mixing angles - )). The
relative branching ratio T(Z' -» W W-)/r(Z' -> e e~) is somewhat model-dependent
ranging from a few hundred for the model with U(1)2YI_-YR (see above) to 1(H and
below. The WW pair is best detected through jet-jet-Cv. The process is much similar to
H -» W W~ (except that Z is much narrower) and the fairly large background is
reduced along the same methods ). But one loses this way a good part of the signal and
in most cases the clean signal Z' —» V^V" is more efficient.
52

+

+

57

+

1

57

58

Discovery limits ) for extra Z' range from 0(250 GeV) at the Tevatron or
300GeVto500GeV atLEPIIto 0(3 TeV) for LHC and 0(4 TeV) forSSC (6 TeV if
exotic fermion decay channels are inacesstble). Forward-backward asymmetries should
allow a good discrimination between the models for masses up to 1 TeV (1.5 TeV if
exotic fermions suppressed).
Hiygs aartiele
As any other supersymmetric model, a superstring model has at least two Higgs
doublets, which yield one charged Higgs, two neutral scalars and one pseudoscalar (one
should actually add at least one singlet of type N to generate a H Hd coupling in the
potential, see Table 2 ,nd eq.(12) below). A careful study of radiative SU(2) X U(l)
breaking in the simplest models has allowed to put some upper limits on the masses of
these fields ') : in particular the mass of the lightest scalar should be smaller fi;sn 0(150
GeV). It remains to be seen how general this result is.
u

5

Kvntif 1-i.iitniis

As indicated in Table 2, some of the isodoublet supennuMpIets can be interpreted
as [Higgs, Higgsino] or [exotic leptons, sleptons] (if we allow intergenerational
couplings, we need only one generation of Higgs but we have at least n such doublets).
Present mass limits from PETRA and PEP are fairly low ) : mNE.vE > 18 GeV, ME >
23 GeV. Langacker and London ) have recently been able to push diese limits by
g
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61
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looking at the constraints that arise from mixings with ordinary fermions but the new
limits depend on the type of mixing chosen.
Since VE and N E are isodoublets, they should give the standard neutrino
contribution (up to phase space) to the Z° width. Because E± couples vectorially to
Z°, one should not expect any forward-backward asymmetry in e e" -> E E-* '* ).
C

+

+

2

3

F.xnf-c Color Triplets
We find in Table 2 color triplet isosingtec fields O (D ) which could lead to
some striking phenomenology. Before going further let us write the most general superpotential in the case of Eg-based models :
0

W= XuHuQuC + AdHdQd' + XtHdLe"
+ \.H Lvc + XDDEFN + *.HH H<IN
u

U

-;• laiiyLQ + U2De=uc + i D (ac
+ piDQQ + P2D u <r
(

c

c

3

V

:

(12)

where generation indices are suppressed '\. principle, intergenerational couplings are
allowed but discrete symmetries that can be determined from die compact manifold
chosen ' ') put constraints on them). Remember that the Yukawa couplings are obtained
from the superpotenda' by:
2 1

9 oÇxdÇj

We have already discussed some of these couplings : the Xu (X4, X«) term is necessary in
(l

order that <H °> * 0 (<H j > * 0) generates a mass for u-type quarks (d-type quarks,
U

(

charged leptons); the XH term allows a mixing HuHd. The m couplings induce D -»
quark + lepton whereas the Pi couplings induce D —> 2 quarks. Because the couplings
of D, D° generally violate baryon number, one must discuss separately models with and
without intermediate scale (in the former case, the XD coupling can generate a very large
mass for D : <N> = 0(Mi)).
a) Models without intermediate scale breaking.

21

In these models D is necessary light (of order XD<N>)*>. Since one must in
this case forbid to a first approximation any baryon number violating interaction, the p.
and p couplings cannot exist simultaneously. The most interesting barycn and lepion
number assignments are :
al) D is a leptr quark B = 1/3 L = 1.
The p couplings must be set to zero. To be short, I will only discuss the
phenomenology of the scalar component B : the phenomenolo"
,e fermionic
65

component is very similar ).
The p p production of 0 0 pairs is similar to the production of squark pairs.
D can also be singly produced in ep collisions : the signature is very clean but depends
strongly on the magnitude of the Yukawa coupling J12.
In e e annihilation, the ratio o(e*e- —» Z —» 0 D )/<j(e e- —> Z —» p. ur) is
0(7%) in the limit of light 0 ; decays of a Z could also be a copious source.
Among the possible decays, C —> hard lepton or missing pr + jet would
provide a spectacular signature. A search for this decay has actually allowed UA 1 to put a
limit on the mass ) : mo > 33 GeV. Also of interest is 0 -» D + (f, 2, Z'...) if
mp > HID + ... .
+

_

+

+

66

Finally leptoquarks could be searched through their virtual effects on the DrellYan process ).
67

65

As emphasized by Barger, Deshpande and Hagiwara ), if 6 is light enough, it
might swamp conventional top and gluino signals :
- if mD<m , t-> 0 £ - » 6+6--U or&*vd.
+

t

- if mD + m B < m | < m ç ,

|-»0Dor0D.
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Discovery limits for leptoquarks - - ) are 0(150 GeV) at the Tevatron,
0(250 GeV) at Hera through direct production (with a coupling comparable with ae ).
and 0(2 TeV) atLHCorSSC.
m

a2) D isadiquark B = - 2 / 3 L = 0.
The n couplings must be set to zero. In this case S phenomenology is much
less exciting due to the large QCD background. 0 can be produced in p p colliders
") Existing limits are : mo > 23 GeV from direct searches at PETRA, PEP») and from
20 GeV to 50 GeV from constraints on the mixing with ordinary fermions (depending on
the type of mixing) ). There exist also many constraints involving couplings which
make it difficult to envisage a D much lighter than 100 GeV**).
61
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either in pair (similarly to squark production) or singly through the Yukawa coupling pi.
The decay of 0 into 2 jets is difficult to isolate from the background.
[n both cases al and a2, there is a residual R-parity defined as usual by
R = _)3B+L+2S

(14)

(

which gives R(D) = - 1 , R( 0 ) = +1. This R-parity might be spontaneously broken
along with baryon or lepton number, but precisely for this reason, this should be a very
small effect ').
6

b) Models with intermediate scale breaking.
In this case, D can be made heavy through its coupling Xp to N : mo = 0(Mj) ;
and its couplings may violate baryon or lepton number. A leptoquark D for example is
very similar to the Higgs triplet that mediates proton decay in standard SU(5) grand unification. We saw earlier (see Table 1) that, for this reason, one must have a rather large
intermediate scale: Mi > 1 0 GeV. Because there now exist strong constraints on
proton decay from 1MB and KAMIOKA, it is in fact possible to obtain information on the
low energy mass spectrum if Mi is near this critical value of 10 GeV.
16
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Indeed, Amowitt and Nath > have studied the minimal Model B with a nonzero gaugino mass as a dominant supersymmetry breaking source. If mû = try, the
main contribution to the dominant mode p -» K+v comes from Wino dressing of the
effective baryon number violating operator 0(mD~'). One obtains a decay rate which is a
function of mo, mç and my (due to the assumption about supersymmetry-breaking, all
gaugino masses have a fixed ratio with respect to trrf ; see end of Section 3.1.). Its
strong dependence on mç and trry allows one to obtain stringent constraints. For
example, Amowitt and Nath find, for the typical value Mi = 1 0 GeV and for my = 1
GeV (10 GeV) that mç > 500 GeV (1 TeV). It would be interesting to see how model
dependent this type of result is.
1S

A very interesting possibility that appears with intermediate scale breaking
models is the breaking of R-parity ). If R-parity is broken, the Lightest Supersymroetric
Particle (LSP), say the photino, becomes unstable. For example, one could obtain
A B * 0 decays such as 7d-»ud (using 3/6 mixing and the pi coupling) or A L * 0
decays such as y -» & t'~v *). Dimopoulos and Hall ) have recently discussed the
71

+

72

*> In a lepton number conserving and baryon number violating model, the proton would
be stable since it decays into an odd number of leptons. If a superstring model of this
type was found, the bound on Mi would not necessarily hold.
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most striking phenomenological aspects of such a possibility. They stress in particular
the following point : typical supersymmetric searches involve missing energy signatures
(the LSP escapes the detector) whereas in this type of models, isolated leptons should be
the prominent signature (cf. the AL * 0 decay indicated above).
As we see, new physics observed at the future accelerators might give us ways
to probe superstring models at much larger scales. This is one advantage of working with
unified models which are a priori self-consistent. Another one is to make us think of
exotic particles or exotic processes that have been disregarded until now : this can
certainly be counted as the greatest (only?) success of superstring phenomenology until
now.
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